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lslamic Finance and Ethical investments are gradually evolving into one of the most important
asset classes in the financial services industry in the world today. This is seen as an alternate
to the failure of conventional financial system to achieve the higher objective of bringing
economic justice. Another driving force for this phenomenon is the sheer size of the lndian
Muslim population who are looking for alternate interest free financial system. This is why
institutional investors as well as conventional financial services firms are looking to enter this
field. ln the midst of high growth figures in this industry on a global basis, are challenges which
must be addressed such as codification of Shariah compliance, lslamic regulation as well as
different knowledge gaps within the financial services community about this important Asset
^,lass.

Building on the strong fundamentals and importance of the alternative lnvestment & Finance,
llFB members met in Mumbai recently and discussed in details the share trading and
investment in stock market in the light of Shariah. The meeting was attended by Maulana Wali
Rahmani, Sajjada Nasheen, Khanqah Munger, Maulana Khalid Saifullah Rahmani, General
Secretary, lslamic Fiqh Academy, Mufti Fuzailur Rahman Usmani, Mufti Shoaibullah Khan,
Mufti Mohd Yahya Qasmi, Mufti Anwarul Haq Qasmi, Maulana Ubaidur Rehman Niyaz Qasmi
and lmtiaz Merchant, Gen. Secretory of the Board.

It has been felt that, though there are some unpleasant aspects of stock market in the eye of
Shariah, but it is closer to Shariah than conventional banking and insurance industry. Because
purchase and sale of shares is the modern form of Shirkat which is allowed by Shariah With
some conditions, therefore, investment in stock market can be done, though it can't be said
that even following the conditions, share trading and investment is completely Shariah
compliant. But compared to other forms of investment, this is better option and has lesser evils.
The Board has paassed a resolution to this effect stating the following Shariah Standards for
investment in stock market:
'1. The core business of the company whose shares are to be bought must be HALAL
(Permissible)
2. The DEBT of the company must not exceed 33% of TTM Market Capital
3. The LIQUID ASSETS of the company must not exceed 33% of TTM Market Capital
4. The RECIEVEABLES of the company must not exceed 33% of TTM Market Capital
5. Though the core business of the company is HALAL but any INTEREST BASED or any
other HARAM EARNINGS must not excee d 5% of the Total Revenue.

The Board has appointed and authorized Pragmatic Wealth Management (PWM) owned by Mr.
lmtiaz Merchant, under their brand name 'lslami Tijara' to promote and supervise the affairs of
the board. And for the same reason PWM have created its own lnternal Shariah committee,
consists of well qualified and trained Muftis & Aalims with knowledge of lslamic jurisprudence.
This internal board will work under the supervision and guidance of the llFB and would
rigorously follow the Shariah principles.

